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Abstract
Poincare’s small parameter method and Krylov{Bogoliubov asymptotic method are among the number of basic methods
used for the study of nonlinear oscillations. Poincare’s method was developed in conformity with stationary (periodic)
oscillations (Malkin, Certain problems in the theory of nonlinear oscillations, ABC-tr-3766, United States Atomic Energy
Commission, Technical Information Service, 1959), although it may be extended to nonstationary oscillations (Bakhmutskii,
On the application of Poincare’s method to the study of unsteady oscillations, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR OTN Mekh.
Mashinostroenie (3) (1961)). The Krylov{Bogoliubov method may be used, rst of all, for a study of nonstationary
oscillations, but it is, of course, completely applicable to periodic oscillations (Bogoliubov and Mitropolski, Asymptotic
Methods in the Theory of Nonlinear Oscillations, Gordon and Breach, New York, 1961.). It is sometimes asserted that
these methods are dierent in principle. In the present paper, the method of Krylov{Bogoliubov{Mitropolski (Krylov
and Bogoliubov, Introduction to Non-linear Mechanics, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 1947, pp. 165{174)
is modied to investigate periodic solutions, with nonzero basic amplitudes, for the equations of motion of a heavy
solid, with one xed point, rapidly spinning about the major or the minor axis of the ellipsoid of inertia. Numerical
solutions for the reduced system of the equations of motion are obtained using fourth-order Runge{Kutta method (Rice,
Numerical Methods, Software and Analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1983). The analytical solutions are compared with
the numerical ones in order to show the small deviation between them. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider a heavy solid of mass (M), with one xed point (O), whose ellipsoid of inertia is
arbitrary. Assume Ox, Oy and Oz to represent the principal axes of the ellipsoid of inertia, and
OX, OY and OZ to represent the xed frame in space. Let us suppose that at the initial instant of
time, the principal axis z of the ellipsoid of inertia makes an angle 0 6= k=2; k = 0, 1, 2; with
the vertical, and that the body spins about this principal axis with a high angular velocity r0. It is
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taken into consideration, that A; B and C are the principal moments of inertia, x0; y0 and z0 are the
coordinates of the center of mass in the moving coordinate system , 0 and 00 are the direction
cosines of the Z-axis and that p, q and r are the projections of the angular velocity vector of the
body on the principal axes. For this case, the reduced system of the equations of motion and its rst
integral are [1]
p2 + !
2p2 = 2F(p2; _p2; 2; _2; ); 2 + 2 = 
2(p2; _p2; 2; _2; ); (1)
22 + _
2
2 + 2(p22 + 2 _p2 _2 + s21) + 
2(: : :) = 000
−2 − 1; (2)
where




0 _p2 _2 − y00a−1p2 _2 − y00A−11 (A1 + a−1)2 _p2
− z00a−1p2 − e1(1− !2)p2 − !2p2s11 + A1b−1x00s21 + O() +    ;
=−(1− C1)A−11 p2 _p2 _2 + x00 _22 − y002 _2 − z00b−12 + x00b−1 − A−21 2 _p22
+ (1− !2)(e + e12)− 2s11 + (1 + B1)p2s21 + O() +    ; (3)
p2 = p1 − e − e12; 2 = 1 − p2;
q1 =−A−11 _p2 + A−11 (y00a−1 − e2 _2) +    ; 01 = _2 + 2 _p2 +    ;
r1 = 1 + 12
2s11 +    ; 001 = 1 + s21 + 2(s22 − 12s11) +    ; (4)
p1 = p=c
q
000 ; q1 = q=c
q







00=000 ; = r0t; (:  d=d); (5)
s11 = a(p220 − p22) + b( _p220 − _p22)=A21 − 2[x00(20 − 2) + y00( _20 − _2)];
s21 = a(p2020 − p22)− bA−11 ( _p20 _20 − _p2 _2);
s22 = a[(p220 − p22) + e(20 − 2) + e1(220 − 22)] + bA−11 [− 2( _p220 − _p22)

























; x0 = ‘x00; y0 = ‘y
0
0; z0 = ‘z
0
0;
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1− !2 ; =
1 + B1
1− !2 ; e2 = e1 + a
−1z00; 2 = − A−11 ; (7)
here p0, q0, r0, 0, 00 and 
00
0 are the initial values of the corresponding variables, g is the acceleration
due to gravity,  is the coecient of attraction of the earth and R is the distance between the attracting
center of the earth and the xed point. It is assumed that r0 is very large, one obtains  as a small
parameter. Without loss of generality, we select the positive branches of the z-axis and of the x-axis
do not make an obtuse angle with the direction of the Z-axis. According to the restriction on 0 and
the selection of the coordinate system, one gets
0>0; 0<000 < 1: (8)
The limiting cases 000  0 and 1 were studied in [5].
2. Proposed method
In this section, the proposed method is applied to investigate periodic solutions, with nonzero
basic amplitudes, for system (1) when A<B<C or A>B>C. The generating system of (1) is
p(0)2 + !




2 = 0; (9)
with frequencies ! and 1, respectively. There are three possibilities [3] for the periodic solutions of
system (1), i.e., when
 the frequencies are dierent and commensurable,
 the frequencies are equal, and
 the frequencies are not commensurable.
Let us consider here only the rst case. Generating system (9) admits periodic solutions with the
period T0 = 2n as





2 , = tan
−1(M2=M1), M1; M2 and M3 are constants.
Assume that the original autonomous system (1) has periodic solutions with the period T0 + ;
which reduce to the generating solutions (10) at =0; that is  is a function of  such that (0)=0.
We express the initial conditions for the required solutions by means of the relations
p2(0; ) = ~M 1; _p2(0; ) = ! ~M 2; 2(0; ) = ~M 3; _2(0; ) = 0; (11)
here, and further on, the  denotes the result of substitution
Mi ! ~Mi =Mi + i (i = 1; 2; 3); (12)
where 1, !2 and 3 denote the deviations of the initial values of p2, _p2 and 2 of the required
periodic solutions from their initial values of the generating solutions M1, M2 and M3, respectively.
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These deviations are functions of  and vanish when  = 0. We consider the required solutions as
follows:
p2 = ~E cos ( − ) +
NX
n=1
npn( ~E;  ) + O(
N+1);
2 = ~M 3 cos+
NX
n=1
nn( ~E; ) + O(
N+1); (13)
where pn and 

n are periodic functions of  and , respectively, ~M 3 is a quantity which can be
determined from the rst integral (2) by imposing the initial conditions, ~E,  and  are assumed to


















nn( ~E) + O(N+1): (16)




1− 000 2=000 <1; 3 =− ~M 1 +    : (17)




















































































Using (6), (13) and (18), one obtains
s(0)11 =E
2[(a cos2− 12 ) + b!2A−21 (sin2− 12 ) + 12(b!2A−21 − a) cos 2(!− )]
− 2M3[x00(1− cos ) + y00sin ];
s(0)21 =M3Efa cos + 12(bA−11 !− a) cos[(!− 1)− ]− 12 (bA−11 !+ a) cos [(!+ 1)− ]g;
s(0)22 =E





1 e2)(1− cos 2) +M3[ae(1− cos ) + by00a−1A−11 sin ]: (19)
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Making use of (3), (13), (18) and (19), the functions F (0) and (0) are obtained as follows:
F (0) =C1A−11 !
2E3 cos (!− )sin2(!− ) + EM3 sin [x00! sin (!− )
+y00a
−1 cos (!− )] + y00A−11 (A1 + a−1)M3E! cos  sin (!− )− E cos (!− )
[z00a−1 + e1(1− !2)]− !2E cos (!− )fE2[a(cos2− 12 ) + b!2A−21 (sin2− 12 )
+ 12(b!
2A−21 − a) cos 2(!− )]− 2M3[x00(1− cos ) + y00 sin ]g+ A1b−1x00M3
Efa cos + 12(b!A−11 − a) cos [(!− 1)− ]− 12 (b!A−11 + a)cos[(!+ 1)− ]g;
(0) = b−1x00 − 12M 23 x00 + e(1− !2)− fz00b−1M3 + 12A−21 M3E2!2 − e1(1− !2)M3
+M3E2[a(cos2− 12 ) + b!2A−21 (sin2− 12 )]− 2M 23 x00 + 12a(1 + B1)M3E2gcos 
− 32M 23 (x00cos 2− y00sin 2) + (1 + B1)M3E2a cos [cos! cos + sin! sin ]
+ 14E
2M3f(1− C1)!A−11 + !2A−21 (1− b) + a− (1 + B1)(b!A−11 + a)g
[cos 2 cos (2!+ 1)+ sin 2 sin (2!+ 1)] + 14M3E2fA−11 !(C1 − 1) + !2A−21 (1− b)
+ a+ (1 + B1)(b!A−11 − a)g[cos (2!− 1) cos 2+ sin (2!− 1) sin 2]: (20)
Substituting (13), (18) and (20) into the initial system (1), and equating coecients of like powers







(E  1cos − E1sin )cos  + 2!(E  1sin + E1cos ) sin  ;
@21
@2
+ 1 = 21M3cos: (21)
Elimination of secular terms [4], yields
E  1cos − E1sin = 0; E  1sin + E1cos = 0; (22)
1 = 0: (23)
Since the determinant of (22) is
= E
 cos  −sin sin  cos 
= E(cos2 + sin2 ) = E 6= 0;
Eq. (22) have the solutions
 1 = E1 = 0; (24)
and the particular solutions of (21) become
p1 = 





+ !2p2 = 2![E2 cos + E 2 sin ]sin!− f2!E2sin − [2!E 2 + 14!2C1A−11 E3
− z00a−1E − e1(1− !2)E − !2E3a(cos2− 12 )− !4E3bA−21 (sin2− 12 )
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− 14!2E3(b!2A−21 − a) + 2M3x00!2E]cos gcos!+ A1b−1x00M3Ea cos 
− 14!2E3[C1A−11 + b!2A−21 − a][cos 3 cos 3!+ sin 3 sin 3!]
+M3Ef[!( 12 − !) + 12A1b−1(b!A−11 − a)]x00cos + [12a−1 − 12A−11 (A1
+ a−1)!+ !2]y00 sin gcos (!− 1)+M3Ef[!( 12 − !) + 12A1b−1(b!A−11
− a)]x00 sin − [ 12a−1 − 12A−11 (A1 + a−1)!+ !2]y00 cos gsin (!− 1)
−M3Ef[!( 12 + !) + 12A1b−1(b!A−11 + a)]x00 cos + [12a−1 + 12A−11 (A1
+ a−1)!+ !2]y00 sin gcos (!+ 1)−M3Ef[!( 12 + !) + 12A1b−1(b!A−11
+ a)]x00 sin − [ 12a−1 + 12A−11 (A1 + a−1)!+ !2]y00 cos gsin (!+ 1);
d22
d2
+ 2 = x
0
0(b
−1 − 12M 23 ) + e(1− !2) +M3f22 − z00b−1 − 12A−21 !2E2 + e1(1
−!2)− E2[a(cos2− 12 ) + b!2A−21 (sin2− 12 )] + 2M3x00 − 12aE2(1
+B1)gcos + 32M 23 (y00 sin 2− x00 cos 2) + (1 + B1)M3E2a[cos  cos!
+sin  sin!]cos + 14M3E
2f(1− C1)A−11 !+ A−21 !2 − (b!2A−21 − a)
− (1 + B1)(b!A−11 + a)g[cos 2 cos (2!+ 1)+ sin 2 sin (2!+ 1)]
+ 14M3E
2f(C1 − 1)!A−11 + A−21 !2 − (b!2A−21 − a)
+ (1 + B1)(b!A−11 − a)g[cos 2 cos (2!− 1)+ sin 2 sin (2!− 1)]: (26)
Elimination of secular terms of (26), yields





2 − z00(a!)−1 − e1(!−1 − !)− !E2a(cos2− 12 )
−!3E2bA−21 (sin2− 12 )− 14!E2(b!2A−21 − a) + 2M3x00!];
 2 = 12cos
2

− 14!C1A−11 E2 +
z00
a!
+ e1(!−1 − !) + !E2a(cos2− 12 )
+!3E2bA−21 (sin
2− 12 ) + 14!E2(b!2A−21 − a)− 2M3x00 !

;
2 = 12fz00b−1 + 12A−21 !2E2 − e1(1− !2) + E2[a(cos2− 12 ) + b!2A−21 (sin2− 12 )]
− 2M3x00 + 12a(1 + B1)E2g: (27)
Substituting (23), (24) and (27) into (14), (15) and (16), and integrating, one obtains (up to the
second power of )
~E=E − 2E sin 2[− 14C1A−11 !E2 + z00a−1!−1 + e1(!−1 − !) + !E2a(cos2− 12 )
+!3E2bA−21 (sin
2− 12 ) + 14!E2(b!2A−21 − a)− 2M3x00!]+    ;
 =!+ 12
2[− 14!C1A−11 E2 + z00a−1!−1 + e1(!−1 − !) + !E2a(cos2− 12 )
+!3E2bA−21 (sin
2− 12 ) + 14!E2(b!2A−21 − a)− 2M3x00!]cos2+    ;
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= + 12
2fz00b−1 + 12A−21 !2E2 − e1(1− !2) + E2[a(cos2− 12 )
+ b!2A−21 (sin
2− 12 )]− 2M3x00 + 12a(1 + B1)E2g+    : (28)
Substituting (27) into (26) and solving the obtained equations, the solutions p2 and 

2 are obtained,
then using (13), (17), (25) and (28), we construct the periodic solutions p2 and 2.
Starting p2 and 2, using (4) and(19), when ! is rational and does not equal ( 12 ; 1; 2), the leading
terms in the expansions of the periodic solutions are expressed as follows:












+ e2A−11 M3 sin +    ;
r1 = 1 + 12
2faM 21 − 12E2 + b!2A−21 (M 22 − 12E2) + 12(b!2A−21 − a)[(M 21 −M 22 )cos 2!
+2M1M2 sin 2!]− 2M3[x00(1− cos ) + y00sin ]g+    ;
1 =M3cos + (−M1 cos +M1 cos!+M2 sin!) +    ;
01 =−M3 sin + [M1 sin + !2(−M1 sin!+M2cos!)] +    ;
001 = 1 + M3Efa cos + 12(b!A−11 − a)cos[(!− 1)− ]− 12 (b!A−11 + a)cos[(!+ 1)
− ]g+ 2












cos 2+ E2[a(cos2− 12 )
− b!2A−11 2(sin2− 12 )− 12 (a+ b!2A−11 2) cos 2(!− )]− 12E2[(acos2− 12 )
+ b!2A−21 (sin
2− 12 ) + 12(b!2A−21 − a) cos 2(!− ) ]

+    ; (29)
and the correction () of the period is
() = 22nfM3x00 − z00 − 14A−21 E2!2 − 12E2[a(cos2− 12 )
+ b!2A−21 (sin
2 − 12 )]− 14aE2(1 + B1)g+    : (30)
Solutions (29) and the correction () (30) are a generalization of such ones obtained by
Arkhangel’skii [1], that is the latter solutions can be deduced from our ones if the terms con-
taining M1 and M2 are neglected (M1 =M2 = 0). Another set of periodic solutions can be obtained
by taking M1 = 0 and M2 6= 0 or M2 = 0 and M1 6= 0.
3. Geometric interpretation of motion
In this section, the motion of the rigid body is investigated by introducing Euler’s angles ,  and
 which can be determined through the obtained periodic solutions. Euler’s kinematical equations
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give
= cos−1 00; _ =
p+ q0
1− ′′2 ;








Since the initial system is autonomous, the solutions remain periodic if t is replaced by t + t0
where t0 is arbitrary interval of time. Using (29) and (31), assuming that the initial instant of time




+ r0t0 +    : (32)
From formulas (17) and (31), we obtain
0 = tan−1M3; (33)
we introduce, in this way, arbitrary initial angles 0 and 0. Using (31), (33) and (29), with the
variable substitution = r0t, the following expressions of Euler’s angles are obtained:
= 0 − E[1(t + t0)− 1(t0)]− 2[2(t + t0)− 2(t0)] +    ;
 =  0 + 12Mg‘C
−1r−10 cos
2 0Q10t + 12 sec 0[ 1(t + t0)−  1(t0)]
+ 12
2 cos 0[ 2(t + t0)−  2(t0)] +    ;
=0 +

r0 − 12Mg‘C−1r−10 cos3 0h10

t − 12 cot 0[1(t + t0)− 1(t0)]




1 − a)cos[(!− 1)r0t − ]− 12 (b!A−11 + a)cos[(!+ 1)r0t − ];
2(t) = y00a
−1A−11 sin r0t + b
−1B−11 x
0






















[M1 sin (!+ 1)r0t −M2 cos (!+ 1)r0t]
+
1− !A−11
1− ! [M2 cos (!− 1)r0t −M1 sin (!− 1)r0t];




−Q013 cos 2!r0t] +
1






[Q15 sin (!+ 1)r0t − Q015 cos (!+ 1)r0t]
+
1
2(!− 1)[Q16 sin2(!− 1)r0t − Q
0
16 cos 2(!− 1)r0t];
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1(t) =  1(t);




− h013 cos 2!r0t) +
1
!− 1[h14 sin (!− 1)r0t − h
0




[h15 sin (1 + !)r0t − h015 cos (1 + !)r0t] +
1
2(!− 1)[h16 sin 2(!− 1)r0t
− h016 cos 2(!− 1)r0t] +
1
2(1 + !)
[h17 sin 2(1 + !)r0t − h017 cos 2(1 + !)r0t]: (35)
The constants Q’s, Q0’s, h’s and h0’s are determined in terms of the rigid body motion parameters
and are written in about two pages. Formulas (34) show that the expressions of Eulerian angles
depend on four arbitrary constants 0,  0, 0 and r0 (suciently large).
4. Numerical and analytical solutions
This section is devoted to ascertain accuracy of the obtained analytical solutions in the previous
sections; that is: the obtained solutions are treated by the computer to have the graphical repre-
sentations for them. On the other hand, quasilinear system (1) is integrated numerically using the
fourth-order Runge{Kutta method and the resulting results are represented graphically. At the end,
the analytical results and the numerical ones are compared in order to show small dierence between
them.
4.1. The analytical solutions
For this case, the analytical solutions p2 and 2 take the forms




= (1 + 2e1)[− !M1 sin!h+ !M2 cos!h
−2e1(M1 sin h− !M1 sin!h+ !M2 cos!h)];




=−M3 sin h+ (M1 sin h− !M1 sin!h+ !M2 cos!h)− x; (36)
where
h= iT=300, for i = 0{300 step 5 and T=max. value of t-variable.
Let us assume
A= 30; B= 20; C = 10; x0 = 5; y0 = 8; z0 = 9; R= 10000;
= 10111; M = 500; 000 = 0:09; r0 = 1000; T = 21:76559: (37)
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Fig. 1. p2 − t diagram.
The following parameters of the rigid body motion are determined:
A1 =−0:3333334; B1 =−C1 = 1; != 0:5773503; ‘ = 13:03841;
x00 = 0:3834825; y
0
0 = 0:613572; z
0
0 = 0:6902685; g= 1:0111E − 04;
c = 0:2567419;  = 7:702256E − 05; a= 3; b= 2; = 3;
e =−0:1917413; e1 =−0:5177014; e2 =−0:2876119; 2 = 6: (38)
Consider that p2a; 2a; : : : denote the analytical solutions p2; 2; : : : then, the graphical representations
and the corresponding phase plane diagrams for these solutions are given in Figs. 1, 4, 7, 10, 13
and 16.
4.2. The numerical solutions









=−!2p2 + 2f1; dydt =−2 + 
2g1; (39)
where
f1 = a1s21 + p2(a2 − !2s11 − y00y=a+ C1x2=A1) + 2(a3x + a4xy + a5s21) + x00xy;
g1 = b1 + 2(b2 − s11 + b3y2 + b4x2 − y00y) + x00y2 + p2(b5s21 + b6xy): (40)
The constants a1 ! a5 and b1 ! b6 are determined by identication between the above system and
system (1). Considering data (38) and the initial values for the analytical solutions, applying the
fourth-order Runge{Kutta method, supposing p2n; 2n; : : : denote the numerical solutions p2, 2; : : : ;
the numerical solutions and their phase trajectories are obtained in Figs. 2, 5, 8, 11, 14 and 17. A
comparison between the analytical and the numerical solutions is given in Figs. 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and
18. This comparison shows that the deviation between the analytical and the numerical solutions is
very small and can be neglected, that is the numerical solutions are in quite agreement with the
analytical ones.
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Fig. 2. p2n − t diagram.
Fig. 3. p2;n − t diagram.
Fig. 4. 2 − t diagram.
Fig. 5. 2n − t diagram.
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Fig. 6. 2;n − t diagram.
Fig. 7. x − t diagram.
Fig. 8. xn − t diagram.
Fig. 9. xa;n − t diagram.
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Fig. 10. y − t diagram.
Fig. 11. yn − t diagram.
Fig. 12. y;n − t diagram.
Fig. 13. x − p2 diagram.
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Fig. 14. xn − p2n diagram.
Fig. 15. x;n − p2;n diagram.
Fig. 16. y − 2 diagram.
Fig. 17. yn − 2n diagram.
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Fig. 18. y;n − 2;n diagram.
5. Conclusion
The proposed method has an advantage over the method of Poincare of small parameter in that
the dependence of the solutions on the independent periodicity conditions need not be specied a
priori [2], and also, in that the criterion of elimination of secular producing terms introduced for
the determination of the arbitrary functions appear in the expansions [4]. Poincare’s method requires
the convergence of series in a small parameter which represent periodic solutions but in the de-
scription of the Krylov{Bogoliubov{Mitropolski method it is emphasized that the question of the
convergence of small parameter expansions does not arise at all [3]. The considered problem is a
generalization of that one considerd by Arkhangel’skii [1], that is the solutions and the correction
of the period for the latter problem are deduced from the ones obtained for our problem. The au-
tonomous system is solved, using the fourth-order Runge{Kutta method, to obtain the numerical
solutions. The obtained analytical and numerical solutions are represented graphically to show the
dierence between them. The deviations between the analytical and the numerical solutions are very
small and appear in the seventh decimal number, so we may conclude that the numerical solutions
are in full agreement with the analytical ones.
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